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TEXT: Jeremiah 2:7 "And I brought you into a plentiful land to
enjoy its fruits and its good things. But when you came in
you defiled my land, and made my heritage an abomination."

I want to begin this morning's sermon by telling you a
little story. It is a true story about people we all know. And
I am sure most of you will guess who they are long before the
story is over. Here, then, is my story.

A certain father, looking for a place where his family could
live happily and productively, came across a barren and empty
desert. But seeing possibilities for this lifeless wasteland, he
set to work upon it. He dug irrigation ditches to bring in
water. He planted trees, and grass, and all kinds shrubs. He
built ponds and lakes and stocked them with fish and aquatic life
of every kind. He brought in birds and animals of all
descriptions. And, now that there were plants to eat and water to
drink and trees for shade, the animals and birds flourished. He
spared no effort and no cost in making the place beautiful and
abundant, filled with food, and water, and everything else that
makes life good.

And, when he had made it as beautiful and productive as he
could, he sent for his children. And, because he wanted them to
feel very much at home, he told them that this beautiful land was
theirs. He gave them free run of the place and full control of
it. Of course, he hoped that they would appreciate their new
home and would keep it as beautiful and productive as he had made
it.

But, to his surprise and great disappointment, they soon
began to destroy it. They cut down the trees. They killed off
the animals, sometimes for food, but often just for fun. They
poisoned the birds and the fish. They dug ugly holes in the
lawn. They turned the lakes and streams into cesspools and
sewers. They squandered and wasted all that the land produced.

And, whenever one of the children suggested that they really
ought to be more careful, the others would all insist that that
would be too expensive or too time consuming. Besides, they
said, it would spoil all their fun. So, this land, which their
father had made so beautiful and luxuriant was slowly but surely
being turned back into a desert, nullifying all their fathers
work and frustrating the dreams he had hoped that they would
share.








